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Structures and Environment 

• PE1_18  Scientific computing and data processing 
• PE8_11  Sustainable design (for recycling, for environment, eco-

design) 
• PE8_3  Civil engineering, architecture, maritime/hydraulic 

engineering, geotechnics, waste treatment 
• PE8_8  Materials engineering (biomaterials, metals, ceramics, 

polymers, composites, etc.) 
• PE8_9  Production technology, process engineering 

 � CHE_Chemistry 
� ECO_Economic Sciences 
X  ENG_Information Science and Engineering 
� ENV_Environmental and Geosciences 
� LIF_Life Sciences 
� MAT_Mathematics 
� PHY_Physics 
� SOC_Social Sciences and Humanities 
 

Politecnico di Milano 
Areas: 

� Cultural Heritage 
X Smart Cities 
X Horizon Europe Missions (Climate resilient Europe) 
� Health 
X Industry 4.0 

Brief description of the 
Department and Research 
Group (including URL if 
applicable): 

Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering 
The supervisor belongs to the Department of Civil and Environmental 
Engineering, which employs 104 faculty members, 96 post-doctoral 
research fellows, 89 PhD students under 2PhD programs, (Structural, 
Earthquake and Geotechnical Engineering and Environmental Engineering 
and Infrastructures), and 42 staff people.  
The Department performs interdisciplinary research in the fields of 
theoretical, computational and experimental mechanics of materials and 
structures, with main focus on concrete and masonry structures, including 
architectural heritage; engineering seismology and earthquake engineering; 
geology, soil mechanics and geotechnical engineering; structural diagnosis 
and retrofitting; hydrology, hydraulic engineering and water science; 
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environmental engineering; geodesy and geomatics; transportation and 
infrastructure engineering. 
The research group led by the supervisor (prof. L. Ferrara) is composed by 
two assistant professors (dr. E. Cuenca and dr. F. Lo Monte) and three PhD 
students, jointly supervised by the supervisor together with two associate 
professors (prof. G. di Luzio and prof. P. Bamonte). The group is active in 
research, teaching and service in the broad fields of concrete and advanced 
cement based materials, with documented activities and experience 
covering several aspects of the proposal. 
The group has performed top-notch research in the fields of: advanced 
cement-based materials concept and technology; experimental 
characterization of mechanical properties, also under extreme conditions, 
including, e.g., earthquake, fire or extreme environmental exposure; 
material durability, with analysis of degradation processes and of self-
healing autogenous and engineered mechanisms; interaction with steel and 
polymer reinforcement, including corrosion; structural applications and 
design methods; multi-scale and multi-physics modelling including 
hydration, fracture, damage and degradation processes; advanced multi-
scale characterization of cementitious materials, e.g. computer tomography, 
also for the identification of self-healing outcomes, and non-destructive 
characterization of fibre reinforced concrete meso-structures, including 
fibre dispersion/orientation with electrical resistivity and magnetic 
inductance based methods. 
The supervisor has documented coordination and leadership experience in 
international projects and consortia. He is: 
- coordinator of the H2020 project ReSHEALience (2018-2021- GA 
760824), with 14 partners and 3 LTPs (5.5 M€), focusing on the 
development and applications of nano-engineered cementitious composites 
with self-healing functionalities in aggressive environment structural 
applications; 
- deputy coordinator of the ITN SMARTINCS (GA 860006) on the use of 
self-healing multifunctional advanced repair technologies in cementitious 
systems;  
- WP leader of the RFCS project MINRESCUE (GA 899518) on the use of 
mine waste as recycled constituents in construction materials. 
- WP leader and responsible of round-robin testing activity in the COST 
Action CA 15202 SARCOS: Self-healing As prevention Repair of 
COncrete Structures . 

Brief project description: A durability assessment based design approach for structural 3D 
printable cement based materials with self-healing functionalities 
 
Improving the durability and extending the service life of structures exposed to extremely aggressive 
exposures, at the same time reducing their maintenance needs, is an extremely challenging goal which the 
civil engineering community has to face in the current social and economic framework. Such a cutting-
edge challenge has to be tackled through a “holistic approach”, which encompasses the concept and 
development of advanced materials and tailored design approaches able to foster innovative break-through 
structural solutions aimed to provide fit-for-the-purpose answers to the needs highlighted above. 
Nowadays high performance cement based materials are available to the aforementioned purpose, whose 
mechanical performance is quite well understood, and, design-wise, internationally agreed guidelines are 
available to quantify the load-bearing capacity of structures made of//retrofitted with this category of 
materials. The synergy between the material composition, necessary to achieve 3D printability coupled 
with superior mechanical performance, including a strain hardening tensile characterized by multiple 



 
 

cracking, makes these materials also highly conducive to exhibit an autogenous self-healing capacity, 
which results into claimed superior durability of structures also in cracked service state. The possibility of 
engineering the aforementioned autogenous healing capacity through the use of tailored micro- and nano-
constituents is also being widely explored, in a “metamaterial approach”, which is aimed at achieving fit-
for-the-purpose properties, which normally cannot be achieved through “conventional” composition, even 
in the case of high performance cement based materials. This will result into a breakthrough durability-
based material concept and design in which durability is not a “prescription granted bonus” (as currently 
is in most design cases for UHPC) but becomes the governing objective, with the ambitious aim of 
“shaping” cement-based construction materials from “durability passive” spectators, with structural 
functions, into active players, able to respond to degradation processes as a function of the durability 
requirements of the engineering application. The additive manufacturing technology becomes hence a 
Key Enabling Technology to spread the use of this category of advanced cementitious composites. 
In order to fully exploit the aforementioned superior mechanical and durability properties in structural 
applications and foster the innovation uptake of the construction industry in this direction, first of all a 
robust durability evaluation activity in real service conditions is necessary, as currently undertaken by the 
research community, aimed at identifying and quantifying the parameters to be used in a durability-based 
design and their threshold values, paving the way for monitoring the evolution of these parameters in real 
structural applications. This has to be complemented a likewise robust modelling activity, which, moving 
from the description of aging and degradation of UHDC coupled with mechanical loading, through 
multiphysics continuum modelling, will scale up to predict the service-life of structural applications, 
framing the whole material and structural design process into a Life Cycle Analysis, also including 
economic viability (Life Cycle Cost – LCC) and social acceptance (Social Life Cycle Analysis – SCLA). 
The project will focus on the aforementioned concepts and objectives, according to this structure: 
WP1 (M1-M6): meta-analysis of literature data on 3D printable materials with advanced functionalities, 
in order to build up a data-base with statistical significance and identify relevant parameters governing 
material “printability” as well as material degradation/recovery mechanisms. 
WP2 (M4-M15): implementation of aforementioned parameters into multiphysics modelling and 
calibration of phase transition laws, to model both the process and the mechanical behaviour as well as of 
degradation/recovery laws for simple 1D cases and extension to 2D(3D) giving as output time evolution 
of design parameters and/or geometrical characteristics of structural elements. 
WP3 (M7-M18): coupling output of multiphysics modelling with structural design tools complying 
with current structural design codes (EN 1992-1-1; fib Model Code) to implement a procedure to the 
estimation of structural service life based on attainment of residual safety margin on structural verification 
criteria (see Figure 1 above), including addressing recyclability of printed materials. 
WP4 (M18-M24) validation with reference to proof of concept pilots taken from ongoing projects the 
proposing research team in currently involved in. 
 

 
Figure 1: schematic of the rationale to develop a durability assessment-based design approach 

 


